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Cargo Box

Cargo Box-BF:
The box material is a composite material of basalt fiber(BF). 
It is a new type of inorganic environmental protection with 
high-performance, can be directly degraded in the environment
after being discarded, With excellent properties such as 
electrical insulation, corrosion resistance and temperature resistance.

 Cargo Box— Cellular panel:
as special structure, with comprehensive 
strength, bending resistance, excellent 
properties such as electrical insulation,
corrosion resistance and temperature
resistance, 70-90% lighter than steel.

Hopper—Aluminium alloy
After heat treatment and 
alloying strengthening.



Cooling and Heating System
• Cooling system design for fruit, vegetable, drinks, medicine transportation, adjustable 
refrigeration temperature from

• Heating system design for takeaway, adjustable heating temperature from =Witt° 50 'C, 
Cargo box can be divided to two space, one for cooling and one for heating.
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Details on Vehicle
AC motor
With auto-hold function, powerful and water proof, lower noise, without carbon brush, 
maintenance free, can be improved drive range

Control System
with famous brand, reliable and water proof, steadily current control makes motor 

output stronger and higher efficiency. Adopt the first class AC motor control algorithm
to achieve accurate control of motor speed.

Light System
Integrate LED headlight, turn lights, brake lights, reverse lights. Low power consumption an increase 50%
more in light transmittance.

Plastic Cover
ABS resin, luxury interior with sunroof. The most important mechanical properties of ABS have excellent
comprehensive physical, impact resistance and toughness, stability, two-thirds lighter weight than iron parts.



Details on Vehicle
Brake System
Front and rear-disc, two-circuit hydraulic brake, for the higher safety and stability.

Suspension System
The front axle and suspension are independent suspensions, simple structure and excellent stability

The integrated rear axle, axle housing welded by seamless steel tube, for lower noise, durable, reliable

Steering System
Use double output steering gear box to adjust the gap automatically

There is no dead angle when rotate, Operate will be more lighter

Frame & Chassis
GB Standard Steel, the surface under pickling&photostatting and corrosion-resistant treatment 
to ensure the excellent drive sense with stationary and solidity.
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